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President’s Column - Bill Fowle

Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall

Wow! What a spectacular display of turnings at the last meeting. I did not
expect to see so many of you participate in the ’20 something’s’ and the Chapter
Challenge entry ‘Jacks’ was wonderful. You all have been very busy.

318 Keary St., New Westminster
April food suppliers:

I recently found out that we have a few committed members that come all
the way from the sunshine coast for our meetings. One of them is Goze Vlasblom.
Last meeting was the first time I had chatted with him and he told me he liked coming
down because of the learning and socializing opportunities at our Guild. It is great that
Goze and everyone who attends contribute their knowledge and friendship to our
meetings. That’s what makes our Guild so great.

Claudia Hayward, Neva Hilliard, Gerry Hodgins,
Kees Hof, Dan Hogan & Don Hoskins

April’s Greeter’s:
Gerry Vickers, Phil Vetra, Chris Van Netten,
Dell Valair, David Urquahart & Maria Urich
•

Tech Talk — Bruce Campbell will host a forum
for your technical questions.

•

Focus on form and finish — Larry Steveson will
moderate a critique of your pieces.

•

New members forum — How to get the most
out of being a member of the GVWG.

•

FoF - Marco Berera will demonstrate Spindle
turning techniques

Table of contents:

There seems to be some confusion about the Guild Demonstrators Accreditation program. The program itself is excellent, but over time, and this is the
problem, there were misunderstandings about who could be an assessor. The records
are not lost, but as many people were assessing, there are conflicting records as too
who is accredited and who is not. The committee looking into this was not able to
determine at what point the program became ‘watered down’ and so decided to
‘reset’ the program effective Dec. 31st. Until that time, the Guild members in the following list will continue to be recognized as certified for internal and Guild sanctioned
external events. I thank you for your patience and understanding during this process.
The news that David Sweet brought us about donating “I Scream” to Canuck Place was really exciting. David put that together so fast and I don’t think we
could have asked for a better home for it. What a great way to introduce children to
woodturning. Maarten Meerman donated the plywood and just after the meeting a
brand new member, Dan Breck volunteered to make the display base for it. Thanks to
both David and Dan!
Don’t forget about the summer Shop Crawl that Steve Hansen is organizing.
If you are interested in showing off your shop and/or touring some others, please let
Steve know (urquell@shaw.ca).
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I hope you all have a wonderful and summer!
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Bill
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I can’t wait to see what you all do with this month’s President’s Challenge
‘Not Wood’ or ‘Knot Wood’ if you prefer. You are all so creative when it comes to
interpreting the subject.
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Accredited Guild Turners - Bill Fowle
Askew, Bob
Berera, Marco
Burns, Gary
Byrom, Tom
Campbell, Bruce
Carlson, Robert
Cloutier, Dennis
Cobb, Bill
Cusworth, Allan
Deane Cloutier, Kerry
Fowle, Bill
Graham, Merv
Hadar, Ron

Harteveld, Harry
Hayward, Claudia
Hoff, Kees
Houle, Dennis
Hudson, Keith
Johnson, Jim
Liestman, Art
Mclaren, Peter
Moleschi, Dan
Nelson, Lorne
Parsons, Greg
Pilgrim, Ross
Pretty, Ed

Rock, Art
Rossington, Lance
Rostvig, Anne
Russell, George
Spitters, John
Stevenson, Larry
Stewart, Murray
Sweet, David
Vetra, Phil
Vickers, Gerry
Wagner, David
Wilkinson, Barry
Wilson, Des
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Carvers Twenty Fifth Annual Show - Merv Graham
The weekend of May 31 June 1 saw a great
event held at the Steveston Leisure Center the 25th
annual carvers show. At one time it was an event that
our guild had as one of its major demonstrating
events but due to the lack of participation on behalf
of our members it was necessary to withdraw from it.
There has been however a continued participation by
a few members who still show their work. This year
we had a few new members bring their pieces to be
seen by a great number of people. This show attracts
people from not only the Vancouver and the Island
areas but people from Alberta and Saskatchewan as
well.
The art work was a terrific display of what a bit of
training time and ambition can produce. Being a
carver myself I know the amount of effort that goes
into some of the magnificent pieces that were presented. I work in two mediums bird and chip carving but alas the instant gratification of wood turning pleases my soul much
greater than the many hours that it takes to complete even the simplest carving piece let alone the expertise that was shown
here.
This show in not for the experts only but has categories starting at student and working up to expert with the competition being stiff in each category. The prizes are only bragging rights and three ribbons in each category and division. If you
are a facebooker look at their site for more information or to their website www.richmondcarvers.com
There were several entrants from our guild in this year’s show and it was great to see a good showing in the ribbon
count. Marco Berera, Jay Mapson, Phil Vetra, and Merv Graham all placed in the ribbons. Hope fully there will be an even
greater presence next year it is time to consider getting your work seen at more than just the monthly meetings
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Marco Berera First Place Advanced
Best of Division

Phil Vetra First Place Ribbon Intermediate

Phil Vetra Second Place Intermediate
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Jay Mapson Second Place Ribbon Advanced

Merv Graham Third Place Ribbon
Advanced
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April’s Turning 101 - Bob Asakew
On Easter Saturday April 19th , a group of us, organized by Gerry Vickers, met at the KMS workshop in Coquitlam
to be coached by Barry Wilkinson through the process of turning one of his “trademark” square bowls. After the usual
round of introductions and exchange of pleasantries the day got underway.
Barry showed us an example of the bowl we would be making and explained why it is essential to start out with a
perfect square piece of wood with the hole for the worm drive positioned at the exact centre and drilled to the precise depth
of the finished bowl. To make sure we all had a good start Barry had prepared blanks for each of us matching this essential
description.
Before we got started on the bowls themselves we warmed up our lathes and tools by preparing the wood for the
jam-chucks we would need later to remove the tenons to finish the bowls.
Work on the bowls proper commenced by mounting the blanks on worm-drives, clamping in the chucks and then
truing up the face to make sure that the four feet of the bowl would all be level. With this done we were able to start removing wood to form the tenon and start to shape the underside of the bowl and its surround. Barry went to great lengths to
explain the risks associated with this type of turning and the steps to take to avoid injury from the spinning corners of the
bowl. This instruction was obviously effective as we all survived the day unscathed.
By the time the undersides had been shaped and sanded it was time for lunch and we all enjoyed the banter that
everyone who has experienced one of Gerry’s 101 sessions will recall happens in the lunchroom.
Back on our lathes we turned the bowls around and mounted them directly in the chucks and removed the wormdrives so we could start to shape the top surface and inside of the bowl itself. The size of the bowl had been set when we
shaped the underside which meant that we had to transfer the dimension to the front. Once the shape had been defined
and the finishing cuts made the surfaces were sanded prior to the bowl being removed from the chuck and turned around
again and clamped between the jam-chuck and tailstock.
Barry demonstrated this last step, as he had each of the others, providing a step by step commentary for each of
us to follow as we worked on our own pieces. As can be seen in the picture the day was a complete success in that we all
went away with our own examples of a turned square bowl.

Thanks to Gerry for arranging the day and keeping us all organized and safe and thanks to Barry for not only taking us through the process but also for all the time and effort put into preparing the materials ahead of time.
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Focus on Fundamentals - Neva Hilliard
This month the FOF presenter was Jay Mapson. Jay has developed a number of unique techniques in his pen turning and he
agreed to share some of these with us. Jay started by talking about how to prepare the blank stating he usually starts with a ¾” x ¾” x
5” piece of burl wood. The size of blank will be determined by the pen kit that you use. Jay usually buys his pen kits from KMS Tools or
Pen State Industries.

Drill a hole in your blank according to the kit instructions. To do this, Jay uses special jaws fitted on a Nova chuck (the jaws are
available at KMS Tools) and he puts his drill bit in a Jacob’s chuck in the tailstock. He glues in the brass tubes using 2-part 5 minute epoxy. When the epoxy has cured, he puts his milling bit in the Jacob’s chuck to mill the top and bottom of the blanks. Based on the type
of pen kit, Jay will use either a regular pen mandrel with a mandrel saver for the tailstock or insert the bushings into the pen tube and
mount this combination between centers. Jay demonstrated a single cylinder pen kit mounted between centers.

He first reminded everyone of the ABC’s of turning. He talked about the safe use of the lathe and, in particular, to be sure to
rotate the piece before turning on the lathe to make sure it will not catch on the tool rest. He stated fast speeds and sharp tools are the
keys to a good outcome.

He initially demonstrated rounding a square blank using a bowl gouge, taking care to contact the bevel to the wood and observing the angle of the cutting edge in relation to the direction of the wood. Switching to a spindle roughing gouge, Jay demonstrated
how quickly the blank can be reduced to the required dimensions as well as the fine degree of finish that can be achieved with the spindle
roughing gouge turned to use the bevel at the sides of the flute. While doing this he demonstrated proper body posture and movement.

After swapping in a blank that had already been rough turned, he used an oval skew to get the final shape. Jay placed the tool
rest high above center to ensure a good finish and to minimize catches. Ensuring contact with the bevel, Jay raised the handle and twisted
his wrist slightly to obtain a fine cut and the desired curve. He then swapped in another blank that had already been finished. Jay sands
from 320 grit up to 2000 grit. He finishes the pen with 8 coats of thin CA (cyanoacrylate) glue and 3 applications of Hut Ultra Gloss
which is a plastic polishing compound. Jay showed us how he assembles the pen together using his lathe and some press blocks made
from hardwood with a morse taper #2, one in the headstock and one in the tailstock.

The demonstration was well attended and there was lively discussion before, during and afterward. On behalf of the Guild I
would like to thank Jay for his great presentation.
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Instant Gallery

David Sweet - Platter Can Botanical Assn 2014 Award -

David Sweet - Platter Can Botanical Assn

20 x 13 x 3 - Red Alder - HBM Bee's Oil

2014 Award - Foot Detail

Beverley Pears - Centre Piece Bowl - 13 x 2 - African Blackwood Tung Oil & WOP

Ed Job - Bowl

Al Koehn - Bowl - 10 x 6 - Maple Burl - WOP
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Chris Stiles - Jack O Lantern - 7 x 9 - Maple - WOP

Bill Cobb - Small Box

Al Koehn - Pepper Mill - Figured Maple & Purpleheart

Ed Job - Box
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Jay Mapson

Jim Johnson - John Beaver Inspired Wave Bowl 5.5 x 3.5 - Cherry - WOP

Jay Mapson - Doll

Ed Job
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Peter McLaren - Bowl From a Log - 14 x 9.5

Phil Vetra - Latvian Bowl

Deodar Cedar & Purpleheart - Danish Oil

6 x 5 x 2 - Arbutus - None

Jim Johnson - Small Platter - 10 x 1-2 - Maple - Mohawk Dye - WOP

Martin Meerman - bottle Tops

Jay Mapson - Square Bowl
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Presidents Challenge

Beverley Pears- 5 Piece Place Setting - Service for 4 -

Kieth Ruttan - 20 Bowls

Maple - Tung Oil

Chris Stiles - Assorted Bowls & Plates 1.5 to 11 x 1 to 3.5 - Various - Tung Oil

Kent Lindsey- Bowls - Maple - Beall Buffed - Same Tree

Dennis Houle - Bowls
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Peter McLaren - Ikebana Dogwood & Arbutus Unfinished

Bruce Campbell

Bob Askew - Egg Cups - Varies - WOP

Bob James - Christmas Ornaments
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Ross Pilgrim - Soldier's Friend -
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Ross Pilgrim - Finger Presser - Bee's Wax

Thread & Needle Case - Bees Wax

Maarten Meerman - Micro Chess Set

Tom Byrom - Tea Light Candles

Jay Mapson - Pens
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GVWG Officers, Appointees & Volunteers
President
Bill Fowle

Librarian
604.466.2150

Vice President
Bruce Campbell

604.463.0760

Food Chief
604.944.3028

Secretary
Bob Askew

Gerry Vickers

Marco Berera

604.274.7594

FOF Coordinator
604.535.6774

Neva Hilliard

604.462.9476

Treasurer
Ken Kimberley

604.536.2683

Turning 101
Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Members At Large
Tom Byrom

604.929.1766

Barry Wilkinson

604.466.2150

Claudia Hayward

604.462.7597

Des Wilson

604.936.2749

Olaf Lepper

604.307.6005

John Spitters

778.783.0098

Newsletter
Ron Hadar

778.881.2422
editor@gvwg.ca

Digital Photography
Bill Fowle

604.466.2150

Webmaster
Educational Coordinator

Steve Hansen

Steve Kent

604.937.0145

Larry Stevenson

604.940.9780

Bruce Campbell

604.944.3028

604.585.0638
webmaster@gvwg.ca

